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The Importance and Needs of
Canadian Research in Sciencet

We Canadians sometimes try to belittle our own <u.:comrli-,hmenh. A
few years ago in a report on "Research Policy in the Universities of
Canada" the statement was made: "Canada will never be able to identify many great researchers .. , The same sort of statement presumably
could ｡ｬ ｾＮ ｯ＠ be made about art. literature. and music. Such statements arc
obviously not a good starting point for encouraging the intellectual and
cultural growth of this country. It seems clear to me that the number of
intellectually outstanding pcorlc in a nation or country is a nearly
"constant" fraction of the population . Obviously Canada. with onetenth uf the population of the United States. cannot pmduce as many
outstanding peopk as our neighbour to the south.
There are countries in which. for ideological reasons or because of a
peculiar educational system. excellence of a few is not encouraged and
as a result such countries will fail to take advantage of the "constant"
fraction of outstanding people. They engage in the de-emphasis of
excellence at their own peril. They will not be remembered a hundred or
at housand years from now for their contributions to human heritage and
even at the present time they will not profit by scientific discoveries in
their technological development.
Canada has had in the past. and I believe has now. '' considerable
number of outstanding research scientists. The whole development of
nuclear phy-.ics started •vhcn Ruthctford spent eight years at McGill
University. He received the Nobel Prize (in ｃｨ･ｭｩｾｴｲｹＩ＠
one year after
leaving Canada for Manchester. England. for the work that he had done
in Canada: his extraordinary pioneering contribution can therefore be
• f)i,tingui,hcd f<c,can:h Scicnti't. N:ttional Rc,carrh Council orC:tn:tda. Ottawa .
tA n aJun:'' delivered to the 'Ymro,ium on ··The Fulllrc or Canadian Scicm:c ...
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clearly claimed by Canada. Rutherford did not believe in the po-,sibility
of practical applications of nuclear energy (he considered that those
envisaging this possibility were ··talking moonshine"). Neverthdess the
practiced use of nuclear energy was a con-;equence of Ruthed'ord's
work. The development of the heavy water n.:actnr by the Chalk River
Laboratories under W.B . Lewis is another example of ouhtanding
research produced in Canada . The heavy water reactor is con-.,idered by
many experts in Canada, the United Stale->. and ebe\\ here as the best
snl11tipn ｮｦｴｨＮ
ｾ＠ mwlear nower oroblem .
There are many other unique contributions of Canada's physical
scientists to the world pool of knowledge which readily come to mind
even without studying the history of Canadian science in detail. I shall
not mention any specific names hut should like to refer to the early
recognition of the structure of our galaxy. which was accompli-.,hed in
Canada. and to more recent Canadian work on interml)lecular forces, on
variL)US aspects of laser phenomena. amlon energy storage. all of which
have attracted world-wide allention . Even outside the physical sciences, \\here I have obviou-,Jy only very indirect information. one
immediatdy thinks of the discovery t)f insulin. of the development of
rust-resistant wheat, of the discovery of sex chromatin. and of the
development of the cobalt treatment of cancer. Thus it is evident that
Canada, when given the opportunity. is quite capable of making a
significant contribution to world science.
I believe that almost all scientists , including most of those working on
applied problems, are well aware of the need for basic research in order
to maintain the flow of new ideas and discoveries for the development uf
new innovations in technology. Even politicians have come around to
acknowledging the need for basic research. There are some exceptions.
For example, Mr Drury, the former Minister of State for Science and
Technology, has been quoted as saying that we can leave to other
nations the advancement of knowledge and simply use their results. The
fallacy of this method I think is obvious to all scientists . Because of the
complexity of modern science only those who are themselves creatively
involved in research can fully appreciate the nature of the advances
made el-;ewhere and the possibilities of their applications .
In this connection it is perhaps appropriate to point to the development of science and technology in Japan. Since the Japanese early in this
century did not have a proper base in basic and even applied research
they simply imitated the western models in various industries . They
soon found that they could achieve a far higher level uf technology if
they also developed basic research . Today the Japanese have arrived at
a level in both basic research and technology which is close to that of the
most advanced countries at a time when the latter are cutting back . Even
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now the Japanc-;e government is funding new in-;titutc-. in ba'iic research
and there is no question that they will reap the heneli!'i in rich mea•;ure.
Quite apart from the economic need to support ｨ｡ｾｩ｣＠
ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
in
Canada there is also the need to support science as an intellectual and
creative effort of the highc"t order. Surely a" the second or third richest
country in the ｾｶｯｲｬ､＠
Canada cannot ahdicatc. in financially difficult
times. ih obligation towards pursuing the high aim-. of mankind to try to
lind out what is the nature of man and of the wotld in which we live . even
if this activity would no t gain us material rewards. (In fact. of course. it
always docs .)
The pa'il ten years have seen. e"pccially in C111ada. an endless
numhcr of ｲ･ｰｯｴｾ＠
on ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
policy. Sume people. like Senator
ｌｴｭｯｮｾｧ･Ｎ＠
do advocate -.upport for hasic ｾ｣ｩｮ･＠
hut qualify their
sttpport by the demand that the main effort in ba-,ic research should he in
field-. that are relevant to possihle applications. The hi-.;torical facti-.; that
in many instances even the discoverers of some new phcnomennn were
unahle to foresee the practical consequences of their discoveries : it is
not possihle to make a reliahle prediction of the ··relevance" of a given
hasic research project.
Senator Lamontagne and people with similar vie"" "cern to have in
the hack of their minds the idea that science. including ha-.;ic "ciencc. can
he centrally organized and that a "coherent science policy" can be
docs nllt work that \vay.
estahli-.hed. They do not realize that ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
Science. especial ly ha"ic science. flourishes under conditions where
there is a minimum of ｭｾＬＺ｡ｮｩｺｴｯＮ＠
The great di"coverie" of the past
can. almost without exception. he attributed to the genius of individual
scient ish who were able to pursue their idea" in an atmosphere free from
the re'ilraints of excessive organization. A certain amount of organization i-.;. of course. necessary at the operating level (;ts Steacie said "there
must he light. water and power. people must he p:tid. there mu:--t he
technic.:iano.; and workshops. the better people must have ｡ｯＮ［ｾｩＢｴｮｳ＠
the
le"" experienced people must have some guidance. and so on") but the
attempt to plan and organize science at the administrative level\\ ill lead
at the hest to a mediocre routine science deprived of the inspiration that
ｬ･｡､ｾ＠
to the outstanding discoveries.
At this point I must quote again. ao.; I have on a number of previous
OCGt..,ions. a remark by Michael Polanyi which illuminates the ｾｩｴｵ｡ｯｮＺ＠
"Any attempt at guiding scientific re"earch towards a purpose other
than its own is an attempt to deflect it from the advancement of science
... You can kill or mutilate the advance of science. you cannot shape it.
For it can advance only by essentially unpredictable steps, pursuing
problem s of its own. and the practical benefits of these advances will be
incidental and hence doubly unpredictab le."
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In this Jay and age we talk a lot about teamwork: in certain fields
the real advance
teamwork is certainly very important but ｮ･ｶｲｴｨｬｾｳ＠
is made by some bright idea in the mind of one individual. Faraday, when
he discovered electromagnetic induction (the basis for all electric power
product inn today), wa-; working alone. ｾｯ＠ was Ruentgen V\ hen he di..,covercd ｸ Ｍ ｲ｡ｹｾ＠
and Einstein when he Jcvelupcd relativit y theory and
discovered the equivalence of mass and energy. None ofthe-,e Ｇ＾｣ｩ･ｮｴｾｳ＠
ｷ｡ｾ＠
motivated by practical ｰｲｯ｢ｬ･ｭｾＮ＠
by the wish to improve the ｾｴ｡ｮﾭ
dard of living or to help the survival of mankind . They were motivated
by the thought (as expressed ｾｯ＠ beautifully by the famous mathematician
Jacobi more than a hundred years ago) that "the sole aim of science is
the glory of the human spirit."
The only workable concept of science policy that I have been able to
find is the one given in the First Report of the ｂｲｩｴｾｨ＠
Council fur
Scientific Policy :
Science policy doc-, IHll uircct the auvancc of ｾ｣ｩｮｴ＠
kllll\\<lcdgc . thnllgh it
may well he conccrncu Ill em:ourage or to uircct the application llfthe ｲ･ｾｵｬｨ＠
of
ｾ｣ｩｮｴｬ＠
au vane..:-, . The ｴ｡ｾｫＭＬ＠
llf ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
policy arc of another kind: tu maintain
the environment nece,sary for ｾ｣ｩ･ｮｴ＠
､ｩｾ｣ｯｶ･ｲｹ［＠
to ensure the provi"ion of a
suflicicnt ｾｨ｡ｲ｣＠
of the total national ｲ｣ｾｯｵ･Ｎ＠
to ･ｮｾｵｲ＠
th:tl thcre ｩｾ＠ balan..:e
bctwccn ｦｩ｣ｬｵｾ＠
and that others arc not avoidably ncglccted: Ill pruvide oppnr ·
tunitics for inter-fertilization bctween ｦｩ･ｬ､ｾＮ＠
ｧｲ｡ｭ･ｾ＠

of ｮ｡ｴｩｵｾ

and between the ｾ｣ｩ･ｮｴｦ＼ＮＺ＠

pro-

Ｎ＠

In the 1950s and early 60s we had in Canada. and especially at NR C , the
··environment ｮ･｣ｾｳ｡ｲｹ＠
for scientific discovery." But then the government oft he time appointed the late Mr Glassco, an accountant . as the
chairman of a Royal ｃｯｭｩｾｮ＠
on Government Organizatiun. The
was not interested in ensuring that the environGlassco ｃｯｭｩｾｳｮ＠
ment necessary for scientific discovery was maintained . Rather it was
interested in good accounting. I said in my Convocation Add ｲ･ｳｾ＠
at York
University in 1969: "The Glassco Commission considered the National
Research Council in the same way as the Post Office or the Justice
Department." In quoting this part of my address in his book The Clwining ＼ｾＨ＠ Proml:'theus Ronald Hayes remarks that I .. might have added that
the application of Glassco precepts to the Post Office has also been
baneful." This statement is even more accurate today than at the time
when Hayes was writing ｨｩｾ＠ bollk.
It is interesting to note that while Mr Glassco and his Royal Commission were appointed by the Diefenbaker government their report was
completed under Mr Pearson and implemented at an accelerated pace
during the TruJeau administration, suggesting that accountants '>land
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much higher than ｳ｣ｩ･ｮｴｾｨ＠
on the totem pole of politicians no matter
what party they belong to.
In one tlf his speeches Dr Ste;tcic aptly described the method of
ｇｬ＼ｴＧ＾ｾ｣ｯ＠
and ｨｩｾ＠
ｾｵ｣･ｳＭ［ｯｲ＠
by saying: "A n eftleient organization is one
in v. hich the accounting department ｫｮｯｷｾ＠
the exact cost of every
ｵｾ･ｬ｣ｯＮ［＠
｡､ｭｩｮｾｴｲｶ･＠
procedure which they ｴｨ･ｭｾｬｶｳ＠
have initi ated." It was. I believe, at the ino.;tigation ｯｦｇｩ｡ｾｳ｣＠
that the Trcao.;ury
Board introduced PPB (Program Planning and Budgeting) to the Public
Service and applied it indiscriminately to all agcncieo.; even though its
strongc ... t advocates had questioned its application to the management of
scientific activities. As faith in its uscfulnes-; has decreased. PPB has
been followed by a number of otha management techniques all distinguished by acronymic designations and all equally inept as applied to
ｲ･ｾ［ｴ｣ｨＮ＠
The trouble is that in ｣ｾｴｩｭ｡ｮｧ＠
the advantages of these
procedure-; no account is taken of the time wasted by scientist-; in filling
in the endleso.; furrno.; and in producing v.hat can only be unreliable
fu rl.'cas ts. In their preoccupation with organizatiunal ､･ｴ［ｩｬｾ＠
and management procedure'> the politici;111.., and the burcatrcr<th quite overlook
the f;tc! th ;t!. fur a o.;cienli'>!. the unly thing th;t! counh i" the quality ofhio.;
re'>earch . They are cDnsistently lcJ astray by what Bertrand Ru'>sell has
called the "administrator's f;tllacy." that is. the error of ｭｩｾｴ｡ｫｮｧ＠
means for ends. The implementation of management prncedure-; hecomes more important to them than the completion of outstanding
re ... carch or the production of innovative techniques. This attitude is
nicel y illu-,tr;ttcd by the recent reorganiz;tliun of thl' grant-; ｯＮ［ｹｾｴ･ｭ＠
We
h;tve now a nice pyramid of councils which must be a joy to every
bureaucrat. but whether the system will work as \\ell as the old io.; a big,
big que ... tion. Even if it does. the added bureaucracy will swallow a
'iize;tblc fraction of the available funds.
The ｮ･､ｾ＠
for ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
in Canada and ba-,ic re-.earch in particular are
not reorganization but -;imply suppurt by adequate funds with ao.; few
strings attached to them ao.; poso.;ible. No scientific advance has ever been
made by reorganization . We should stop the production ofmme reports
on ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
in Canada - reports that are quite coo.;tly. We should rather
ｾｰ･ｮ､＠
I he money u-;ed for such reports on the direct support of re-;earch.
The most important need in our support of science. and especially
｢｡ｾｩ｣＠
science. ｩｾ＠ to single out research workers of high purpose and
ability and to give them funds to dL) the research that they consider as
most promising without all sorts of bureaucratic rules. In Canada and
elo.;ewhere our politicians seem to be so concerned about the possibility
that one in a hundred ｳ｣ｩ･ｮｴｾｨ＠
might abuse the freedom that the Canadian scientist had in the 196!h. without noting that in all human activities
there are people who do not pull their weight. In the peer system of
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sekction of grant recipients the best pos'iihle guarantee for a minimum
offailures i.;; given. Everynne. including the politicians. i'i agreed that the
tup people -;hould get •vhat they need for their ｲ･ｾ｡｣ｨＮ＠
-r he real
pwhlem i.., to judge the people a littk below the top who will eventually
replace the top people. We shnu ld not he too ｾｴｩｮｧｹ＠
in the support of the
very gum! but not yet excellent worker-;.
Support oft ｨｩｾ＠
kim! i-; needed for the future l1fCanadian ｾ｣ｩ･ｮ＠
and of
Canadian tt'chnulogy. indeed fur the future of Canada.
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